Fungus Detection System
Fungus is an important part of a natural process. It is
required for the decomposition of living things. So it is
present everywhere even in your homes, offices, vehicles and in your surroundings. As a result of this
process spores are released, which can enter into buildings
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and giving detection result as output. The system will tell
the user if a specific area of a container or building is affec
ted from the fungus or not. Afterwards, appropriate actions
can be taken and save the remaining container of food.

First of all, images will be stored in the memory and then
read in Matlab. For this project I will use Matlab and Open
CV as my image processing software. The fungus spores
identification from the images will be performed through
the following steps.

Proposed Approach

• Pre-processing
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• Segmentation
• Feature Extraction
• Classification

 Pre-processing
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An air sampling unit will be utilized to take air samples.
This will collect air from its surroundings. With the help
of an impactor we put this on a sampling tape. Then a
handling system will move this tape under the microscopic camera. This will take the images of the air
sample. These images are further analysed through

which demands sophisticated, reliable and cost effecttive methods to minimize the food loss. The analysis of
large volumes using computer vision techniques minimizes the food losses in cost effective manner. Once
the fungus is detected, we can take measures to control it and minimize food losses. Moreover, this system
can also be used for the protection of archives.

